
Firstsource Solutions takes the Cloud route to create a 
highly-secure work from home environment while increasing 
access to talent. 
FiFirstsource Solutions Ltd. (FSL) is an innovative provider of customer-centric business process 
services with a network of delivery centers spread across India, Ireland, Philippines, Sri Lanka, UK 
and USA & has over 100 global clients including 21 Fortune 500 and 9 FTSE 100 companies. FSL, 
wanted to tap the talent pool that prefers the work from home option since this offers Firstsource 
greater access to talent and flexibility in managing business cycles but was concerned about data 
safety since home workers would have to be given access to enterprise applications. 

Solution
TheThe challenge was to merge a requirement of end user flexibility, viz. working from home, within 
the stringent security requirements of the client. Since the business process required not only data 
but voice also to be transferred securely & easily between disparate points, a comprehensive 
end-user profiling was conducted and 3 user profiles were established. Anunta created a HVD 
solution with complete data protection including “no screen capture” and no data transfer at 
end-points while providing a seamless office experience for home users. This was done on the 
back of a cluster of high density, high availability physical servers, a high availability precision 
ststorage area network, and a clearly segmented network to handle data, storage and voice with 
clear demarcation. A state-of-the-art VPN solution was installed before the application delivery 
infrastructure which disallowed any other communication once the user established the VPN 
tunnel;   users could access the HVD only once the VPN was connected. Voice Clients mapped to 
the users’ PSTN number were configured in the HVDs. For a real time monitoring & management, 
a 7 level intelligent probe system with real-time proactive monitoring was established and a highly 
skilled and trained Remote Infrastructure Management team set-up to support FSL’s employees.  
TTo maintain high benchmarks, complete infrastructure was audited and certified for BS15000 and 
PCI standards.

Benefits
Anunta’s ability to architect an HVD solution that met strict client & regulatory data security norms 
has given FSL access to a larger talent pool from which it can recruit. The work from home solution 
also given FSL greater flexibility in managing costs and business cycles. 
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